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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
In [l] Nehari called the complex differential equation 
d + q(2) ti + p(2) u = 0 
disfocal in a domain D if it does not have a nontrivial solution U(Z) for which 
both U(Z) and U’(Z) have zeros in D. Generalizing this terminology, we call 
an nth order linear (real or complex) differential equation disfocul in D if for 
every nontrivial solution y(z) of the equation at least one of the functions 
y(z), y’(z),..., y(-)(z) h as no zeros in D. In [2, Theorem II] Nehari obtained 
a sufficient condition for a real nth order equation to be disfocal in an interval. 
In this paper we consider the disfocality of the nth order differential equa- 
tion whose general solution is the n-parameter family of polynomials 
u&P + 1) + arzn--l + *** + a,$. (1) 
As the differential equation does not appear explicitly in our arguments, we 
shall formulate everything with respect to the family of polynomials, and not 
with respect to the differential equation. 
Let P, be the family of all the polynomials 
p,(2) = uoP + u12n-1 + *** + a,$ + a, 
with complex coefficients a, ,..., a, satisfying It=,, 1 uk 1 > 0 and 
I % I 3 I a0 I * (2) 
As it turns out, our result holds not only for the family of polynomials (I), 
but also for the more general family P,, , and so we shall formulate it with 
respect to P, . Note that condition (2) implies that P, is not the general 
solution of a linear differential equation. 
We now define: pn is the radius of disfoculity of P, if for every p,(z) E P, 
at least one of the functions p,(z), pa(z),..., P:-“(Z) does not vanish in 
1 z 1 < P,, , but for every E > 0 there exists a polynomial &z) E P,, such that 
each of the polynomials q,(z), q;(z),..., qr-l’(z) vanishes in 1 .Z 1 < pn + l . 
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For p,(z) E P, , let tn = a,/~, . By (2), 1 t 1 < 1. Comparing the polynomial 
pn(z) of P, with the polynomial p:(z) = Pp,(z/t) of (I), it follows that P,, 
and the more restricted family (1) h ave the same radius of disfocality. 
We obtain lower and upper bounds for pn, TL = 1,2,... . The lower bound 
Y,, and the upper bound s, are each given by a recurrence formula, and we 
could not express them explicitly as functions of n. But the recurrence formu- 
las allow us to estimate Y, from below and s, from above by simple functions 
of n. With these functions, our final result is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let pn be the radius of disfocality of the family P,, , n = 1, 2,... . 
Then 
2. PROOF OF THE LOWER BOUND 
Together with each 
p,(z) = a,P + alzF1 + a.* + a,-,z 
of P,, consider the real polynomial 
A(Y) = I a, I yn + I al I 7-l + -0. + I a,.-, 
and the nonnegative (column) vector 
+a, 
I y + I a0 I 
(3) 
01 = 4P&)) = (I a0 I 1 I a,-, I , I a,-, I ,..., I al 0, 
whose kth component is denoted by (Ye .
We now restrict ourselves to the case a, # 0. For 1 a 1 = Y we have 
p&) - a, = a,z” + alzn-l + *** + a,-,z 
a0 I I a0 
~ I a0 I yn + I al I 9-l + ... + I a,-, I y 
I a0 I 
= A(y) - I a0 I _ AW 1 
laoI --- - 9 
As a, # 0, it follows that p,(z) is not a constant. The maximum principle 
therefore implies that for any Y > 0 
I 
5 Ad4 < A(y)* 1 
a0 a0 
, 1x1 <Y. 
"1 
(4) 
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For the Kth derivative we obtain similarly 
P34 
k! a,& 
IZI <y, k = I,..., n - 1. (5) 
If a,,-k in (5) vanishes, we regard both sides of the inequality as equal to 
infinity. From (4) and the fact that 1 a, 1 > 1 a, 1 and from (5) it follows that 




then pik)(s) has no zeros in 1 z 1 < Y. Hence, if 
min 
k-0 ,....n-1 
then at least one of the functions p,(z), pA(s),...,pp-l)(z) has no zeros in 
/ z 1 < Y. Note that this conclusion was obtained under the assumption 
a, # 0. But if p&s) of P, is such that a, = 0, then (as Ci=i 1 ak j > 0) at 
least one of the n functionsp,(z), p;(s),..., pz-l)(z) is a nonvanishing constant 
and hence without zeros for any Y. 
Consider now the n-square matrix 
A(r) = 
Yn r r2 r3 
n 
0 
* m-1 0 (;) Y ($ Y2 
0 n 2 yn-2 O 0 0 ir 
n 
( 1 n-3 
730 0 0 
n i 1 12 - 2 Y20 0 0 
n ( > ,n-I YOO 0 
. . . 0 
n-l 
i 1 n-2 
Y 
For every 01 = LY.(~,(z)), p,(z) E P,, , we have 
CA(‘) dki.1 _ &?tr) _ 1, -- 
k! 
k = O,..., n - 1. 
OLk+ OLk+l 
(7) 
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(Jr) ~l)~+i denotes the (k + 1)th component of the vector A(r) 0~. A(r) is, 
for Y > 0, a nonnegative and irreducible matrix. By the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem [3, p. 531, A(Y) h as a dominant positive characteristic value h(r), 
the characteristic vector corresponding to h(r) is positive, and it is the only 
positive characteristic vector of A(Y). From Wielandt’s variational character- 
ization of h(r) [4; 3, p. 641 it foll ows that for every 01 = Q,(Z)), p,(x) E P,, , 
min 
k=O,...,n-I 
(A(y) OI)k+l ~ h(y) 
%+1 
From (7) and (8) we obtain for every p,(z) E P, 
(8) 
(9) 
Let Y, be such that 
(9) and (10) imply that 
for every p,(z) E P, . From (11) and the conclusion drawn above from (6) 
it follows that for every p,(z) E P, at least one of the polynomials p,(x), 
pA(z),...,pp-l)(z) has no zeros in 1 I 1 < Y,, . Hence, Y, < pn . That is, r, 
is a lower bound for the radius of disfocality p,, of P,, . 
We shall now determine Y, . Y, was defined by (10). (10) is equivalent to 
the existence of a positive vector s = (xi ,..., x,) such that 
A(r,) x = x. w 
As x is determined up to a multiplicative scalar, we may set 
x1 = 1. (13) 
The vector equation (12) is equivalent to n scalar equations. By substituting 
xi = 1 in the last of these equations, we obtain 
Substituting xi and x, in the equation second from below, x+i is determined 
as a function of Y, . Proceeding in this fashion, we obtain all the components 
of x as functions of r, . In this process we use only the (n - 1) last equations 
of (12). Finally, by substituting .ri ,..., x,, in the first equation, Y, is determined. 
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To carry out this computation, we define ck by 
kfl 
cktlrn Y k = o,..., n - 2. (14) 
Substitute (13) and (14) in the kth equation (k = I,..., n - 1) from below 
in (12). We obtain 
+ (;: I:, (t;) Cl] r,k = (X) CkYnk, k = I,..., n - 1. 
As 
( n-~t+“)(k”,)=(;)(;), m=l,..., k-l, 
it follows that 
(3 [l + (f) ‘k-1 + (;) ck-2 + *” + (h ” 1) cl] r,” = (3 ckr,k. 
Hence, 
C’=l+(l;)ck_l+(~)c,-,+...+(kkl)C’, k=l,...,n-1. (15) 
By substituting (13) and (14) in the first equation of (12), we obtain 
[I -t(Y) cTi-l + (3 G-2 + *** + (, 14. 1) Cl] rnn = 1. 
Defining now c,, by continuing formula (15) to k = 12, we get 
T -&. n- 
To summarize: The lower bound Y,, for the radius of disfocality pn of P,, is 
given by 
1 r,- -, 
v c, 
n = 1, 2,..., (16) 
where cl = 1, c2 = 3, cg ,... are determined by the recurrence formula 
cJ.=l+(~)ck-,+(~)c,-,+**~+(k~l)~~, k=l,2,.... (15)’ 
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Note that our formula for ck is independent of rz. Hence. to compute 
rntl after computing r, , we have to add only one step (i.e. to compute c,+~) 
and not (n + 1) steps. 
We now prove that 
c,<O.7281 L‘“n!, 
( ) log 2 
n = 1, 2,... . 
Defining numbers ‘yn by 
1 ,n 
cn = Yn log n!, ( ) n = 1, 2,..., 
we have to prove that 
yn < 0.7281, n = 1, 2,... . 




?i 1 I yn log n. 
= 1 + yT,-l g-J’ (n - l)! (;) + yn-a ($J (n - 2)! (;) f ... 
Hence, 
(log 2)n-1 yn = Yn-l !g + ysp2 (@;$f + . . . + y1 --- (‘og 2)” 
(n - l)! 
~ 
n! * (20) 
From (20) it follows very easily by induction that yn < 1. But we want to 
prove the stronger assertion (19). We shall prove it too by induction. Assume 
that (19) holds for 12 < R. We shall prove it for n = R + 1. A direct computa- 
tion shows that (19) is valid for 1z < 6. So we may assume that R >, 6. By (20), 
log 2 
Yr+1 = Ye -yj- + Yk-1 
0% 2)” + (log 2)k 
*** +y,-- i 
(log 2)k+r 
2, (k+l)!’ 
Using the induction assumption and the fact that 
Yl = log 2 , y-2 = Q (log a*, 
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we obtain 
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= (log 2 - 0.7281) (log 2)k + [($) (log 2)2 - 0.72811 (log 2)“; 
k! (k - l)! 
+ (log 2)h”l 
(k + I)! ’ 
A computation shows that for k > 6 
&+1 < 0. 
Hence, 
Yr+l G 0.7281 [ 
log2 
1! 
I (log2Y ) ... I Py 
2! . 1 
< 0.7281 (e10e2 - 1) = 0.7281, 
and the proof of (19) is completed. 
(16), (17) and log 2 = 0.6931... imply 
The lower bound part of our theorem is thus established. 
3. PROOF OF THE UPPER BOUND 
We shall find positive numbers s, and polynomials qn(z) E P, , n = 1, 2,..., 
such that 
qiG’(( - 1),-p S,) = 0, G = o,..., n - 1. (21) 
As for each n, n = 1, 2 ,..., the n polynomials qn(z), q;(z),..., qhn-l)(z) vanish 
on the circle 1 z [ = s, , it follows that ,+, < s, . That is, S, is an upper bound 
for the radius of disfocality p,, of P,, . 
To obtain the numbers s, and the polynomials q&z) we start by defining 
integers d, = 1, dl - 1, d, ,... by the recurrence formula 
4s = G, 4-1 + (3 dkm-2 - G, d,-, - (3 d,-, + ... + (- l)[(r-l)jzl d, , 
(22) 
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That is, 
d, = i (- 1)[+1)Pl (f) dkwi = ‘i’(- 1)1(k-1)/2] ’ dj, k = 1, 2,... . 
2=1 t I=0 0 i 
(23) 
The numbers s, are now defined by 
n = 1, 2,..., 
and we finally define the polynomials p,(z) E P, by 
(24) 
qn(z) = Z” + (;) s, dlzn-l - (;) sn2 d#-* 
- sn3 d3zn-3 + ... + (- I)[~/*I 
= z; (- l)Lk/*l (3 s,k dk,p-k + (  l)[nlBl. 
To prove (21), we first show that 
%I((- I>” 4 = 0, 
From (24) and (25) follows that 
n = 1, 2,... . 
n-1 
(- l)[W*l+l d,q,((- 1)” s,) = c (- l)(~/rl+[n/*l+ncn-k)+l ; dk _ 
k=O 0 




(23), (27), and (28) imply 
n-1 
(- l)Wl+l dnq,((- 1)” s,) = c (- I)[(+-lJ/*l k” dk - d,, = 0, 
0 (29) k=O 
from which (26) follows. 
We prove now that for each n, n > 2 
q?y’(( - 1),-c S,) = 0, L = I,..., n - 1. (21) 
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(27) implies 
n-1 
z. (- l)[k~21+n(n-k) (;) d, + (- l)Wl d,, = 0. (30) 
From (25) we obtain 
Hence, 
(?I -I)! n-d-1 
___ qLf’(( - 1),-e sn) = c (_ l)[k/e] (_ l)bZ-d)(n-t-k) 
Tl! 
k=O 
+ (- l)W-WI dn-,sn”-/. 
As this is just the left-hand side of (30) (f or tl -G instead of n) multiplied 
by s, n--d, it is equal to zero and (21)’ is proved. (26) and (21)’ are (21), and we 
have thus proved the following result. 
The upper bound s, for the radius of disfocality pn of P, is given by 
Sn=& n = 1, 2,..., 
where do = 1, dl = 1, d, ,... are determined by the recurrence formula 
4 = (f) L + (3 dk-2 - (t) dk--3 - $ dkb4 + ... + (- l)[(k-1’/21 do, 
We now prove that 
h = 1, 2,... . (22) 
d > 
lZ, ( 
3 + VTl n--l n! 
6 1 , 
n = l,... . (31) 
To prove (31) we need the inequality 
d, > n[d,,-1 + i (n - 1) Ll, R = 2, 3,..., (32) 
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which will be proved by induction. As d, = dr = 1, d, = 3, da = 11, (32) 
holds for n = 2 and 1z = 3. We assume its validity for n < K - 2, K > 4, 
and prove it for n = K. We have 
dk 3 (;) dk-, + (;) 4-z - (:) dke3 - (3 dkm4 . (33) 
To show this we prove that every additional block of four terms (+ + - -) 
of (22) is positive. We only give the details for the second block of (22). We 
neglect the positive term (3 dk--s and show that 
(;) dk-, > (;) b-c--7 + (3 dk-, . (34) 
But by the assumption of the induction 
dk+ t (12 - 6) d,-, + 4 (k - 6) (k - 7) dke8. 
Hence, 
(;) dk-, > 7 (;) b-e--7 + T (;) 6-s > (;) dk--7 + (;) dk--8 -
(34), and hence (33), is thus proved. From (33) and the assumed validity of 
(32) for k - 2, it follows that 
d, 3 k d,-, + k(k ; ‘) d,-, + “<F dke2 - (3 dkms - (;) dk+ 
> k d,-, + k(k 3- ‘) Qp2 
+ W - 1) [(k - 2) 4-a + $ (k - 2) (k - 3) d&j 
-i:,6 (1 h-3 - 4” dk--4 > k[d,-, + i (k - 1) d,-,I. 
(32) is proved for n = k and thus for every n. 
Having proved (32), we prove now (31) by induction. (31) holds 
for n = 1,2. We assume its validity for n < k, k > 2, and prove it for 
n=k+ 1. Denote 
3fei xx 
6 ’ 
v satisfies the equation 
x + ; = x2. (35) 
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(32), (31) for n = K and n = k - 1 and (35) imply 
dk+l >, (k + 1) [d, + 3 k d,-,] > (k + 1) [x”-lk! + + k(k - I)! A.“--] 
= (k + l)! x”-“(x + 3) = (k + I)! ~8. 
(31) is proved for n = k and thus for every n. 
(24), (31) and s = 1.2637... imply 
The upper bound part of our theorem is thus established. 
4. REMARKS 
(a) In the following table we illustrate our results for 1 < n < 6. 
1 1 1 0.951 1 1 1.001 
2 3 3 0.574 0.577 0.577 0.629 
3 13 11 0.423 0.425 0.449 0.471 
4 75 57 0.338 0.339 0.36: 0.379 
5 541 361 0.283 0.284 0.30? 0.318 
6 4683 2763 0.244 0.244 0.266 0.275 
- 
c‘~ and u,, denote the lower and upper bounds appearing in (3). We give 
only the first three decimals; a line under the third decimal denotes that the 
following one is between 5 and 9. 
As c, = d1 = 1 and ca = d2 = 3, it follows that p1 = 1 and pn = ljd3. 
The corresponding polynomials (cf. (25)) are 
and 
q&z) = 22 + -&” - 1. 
For n > 3 we believe that the sharp inequalities r, < p,, < s, hold (we show 
in (c) that p3 < s, and p4 < s4). 
4%d20/3-9 
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(b) (3) implies lim A = 0, but it does not imply that pn is monotone 
decreasing; this, however, is probably true. Moreover, (3) gives 
-- 
0.693 < lim pn q n! < lim pn Q’n! < 0.792. n-n n-cc 
We conjecture that lim pn C”n! exists. 
(c) To obtain the upper bounds s, for p,,, we constructed the polynomials 
q,(z) E P, so that the functions qn(z), q:,(z),..., q::-“(z) vanish alternately 
at + s, and - s, . This upper bound s, can probably be lowered by choosing 
other arrangements for the zeros on a circle / x 1 = s”, < s, . But we found no 
systematic way for choosing such better arrangements. For 11 = 3 it is easil! 
checked that there exists a polynomial &(.a) E P, such that 
q&3) = &(clJS,) = q&J2i3s3) = 0; 
-- 
here w = exp (2ni/3) and Ss = l/v127 = 0.446, which is smaller than sa . 
Similarly, for n = 4, there exists &4(z) E P4 such that 
q&J = &- i4) = q;(i.r,) = g;(- i&) = 0; 
here S, = l/+/3545 = 0.352, which again is smaller than sr . 
(d) Using (32), we prove by induction that if 
d,, >, k(n,) (” +6”‘)” n! (36) 
holds for n = n, and rz = rz,, + 1, then it holds for every 71 3 n,, . Check 
that for rz = 4 and 7t = 5, (36) holds for K(4) = 0.931. So, for 71 > 4, (31) 
can be improved to 
d, > 0.931 (” +,““,” n! . 
For tl > 4 we thus obtain 
-0.792 , 
Y, < Q1.075 c!= = u, . 
Hence, for n 3 4, the factor v1.264 in (3) can be replaced by $‘i?%. 
The first values of this improved upper bound are 
u; = 0.364, u; = 0.308 and u; = 0.267. - 
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